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ABSTRACT
\Ve (lelilolistrate fabricatioii of two—diineiisional (2D) photonic crystal (PhC) structure inside the volume of
SU-8 resist film by four beairis interference. This structure, actually, is a 3D structure fabricated insiIe the
film without sample scaniniig or laser beam steeriiig. The niechianisrn of recording iii t.raiispareiit dielectrics
is (iiscllSsed ill terms of third harinoiiic gelleratll)11, white light continuum, all(I thermal emission by 'iiot"
electrons.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tlw field of 1)hmotoI1i(s has beemi of ever—growing irnportaiice in recemit decades. mnatcliimig even time progress in
rimicroelectronics and approaching its impact.1 2 One of the maui issues in phiotonic applications concerns the
spectral amid s1)atial rriariipulatioii of light. Both tasks are usually ac(X)mfll)liShe(I by a grating, which is recorded
holographically in an appropriate photosensitive niediurn, such as crystalline materiaL3' liquid crystals,5' 6 or
pl)to—thermno—refractive (PTR) glass.7

The aim of present work was to record holographically a three—dimensional (3D) structure inside a resist film
using Iimulti—1)ealn interfereiice pattern. \Ve, first, describe our experimental setu1) and samples (Sec. 2), then
numerical siniiilatioii of 5—bearims imiterference patterns will be given in Sec. 3.1. Then. time main experinmental
results OH 4—beams hmOlogra)hic recording in resist film (Sec. 3.2. 1) are presented. The possible mechanisms
of non-linear aI)sOrptiOIl of 800 liii wavelength irradiation in traiiSi)arent dielectrics (glasses, crystals. and
polyniers) are (hscusse(l: a third hiarnonic generation (Sec. 3.4) and thermal eiriission of hot electrons (Sec. 3.5).

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Holographic recording by fs-pulses
Aim optical setul) lise(I for recording of the irmulti-beammis interference patterns is described in (letails elsewhere.8
Briefly, it is l)a.Sed oIl a diffractive beanm splitter (DBS), which divide input laser beam into several, four of
them were used for recording. The beams are collected to the sample by two lenses. The beams necessary
for the (lesigned interference pattern are selected by an aperture, which is placed between time two lenses. Time
lens, which was used for focusing into a sample was dry objective lens Olympus Upo 2O magnification with
niunerical aperture NA = 0.75. Since the optical distances of the divided beams are the same within the pulse
length, temporal overlap of divided pulses is achieved without adjustment. As for a spatial overlap, there is an
additional a(lvantage to use time diffracted pulses instead of those obtained by a beam-splitter division, especially,
in the case of ultra-short pulses.9 An overlap of two split pulses is determined by their longitudinal dimension.
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Figure 1. GRENOUILLE timex spectrum traces of fs-laser (Tsunami oscillator) pulses: at the output of oscillator (a).
just before oil-iriimersion objective lens (b), and after the focus, which was placed inside cover glass (c). Pulse durations
at FWHM retrieved by FROG algorithm are shown on each image. Horizontal size of the images corresponds to 1779 fs;
the vertical - 33.7 mn

ip = c-rn, \\ThiCll is about 30 ,uiii for a 100 fs l)ulse. Hence, the wi(Ith of the spatial overlap is w = cr/siri(eajr)
for 2-beam interfereiice. where eojr iS the angle between the central axis and the beams iii air. Iii coiltrary.
for (liffracted I)1llS(S the wave front is not I)erpendicular to the direction of propagation all(I W= d/ (OS(eaj.r),
where (1 15 the cross—section dianieter of the bearii. Thus, suli—nnn—scale patterns can be routinely produced
using even a tight focusing o1)tics (with nunierical aperture, NA > 0.5). Four beams create a 4—fold symmetric
(tetragonal) imiterference i)att(lrIl. TIme results given here were Ol)tailled using ectjr 33.G° , if )therWiS€ is not
stated.

2.2. Laser setup
Fenitosecomid (fs) I)ulses were obtaimmed froirm a setup of Ti:Sapphire oscillator ( Tsunami) with regenerative
aniplifier (Spitfire. both from Spectra Physics) operating at the 800 urn wavelength with l)ulse di.mratiorm of
tp = 130 + 10 fs at FWH1vI (100 10 fs from oscillator) at the repetition rate of 1 kHz.

To evaluate a teniporal fs—pulse S1)1'(1d out after pa.ssiimg a microscope objective lens we have carried out a
separate experiiiieiit. Pulse duration at different locations along the optical path arid at the focus was measured
by GRENQUILLE technique'0 (Swamp Optics). This technique allows to recor(l time x spectrum image of tIme
pulse, and tiieii, I)111Se duration (FWHM) can be retrieved by the frequency—resolved optical gating (FROG)
algorithumi (Fern.!osecond technologies). To irmeasure pulse duration at time focus, we used an additional solid
inimersiorm leims. which collects strongly divergent light before nitroducmg it into time GRENOUILLE setup.
Figure 1 shows time x spectrum image of time pulse ammd time retrieved pulse durations using FROG algorithmn at:
time output of Is—oscillator (a), after passing optical alignnmermt bemmclm armd part of a mmcroscope till time emmtrance
of objective leims (b), and after the passing of time focus of an oil—immersion NA =1.3 objective lens. For time all
retrieved pUlse (lurations a FROG error was lower thaim 2%. Pulse duration in the case of lmolograplmic recording
SetllJ), wlmicim Imad smimaller ainouimt of optical elernermts and a NA = 0.75 objective lens was evaluated to be about
160 15 fs (time pulse duration at the output of regemmerative amplifier was nmeasured by GRENOUILLE ammd
fouimd to be 13() fs).

2.3. Media for holographic recording
1mm our experimmmemmts we used a filmn of imegative I)ilotoresist SU-8 (Microlithograpimy Chemrmical Corp.). Sanmples of
SU-8, which al)sori)s at A < 400 nnm, were spin-coated on a cover-glass plate with a thickness about of 5 —6 imn.
armd prebaked I)efore exposure. After irradiatiomm, the samnples were postbaked to emmimance a photo-initiated
crosslirmking reaction. By time successive development, the non-crosslinked regions were washed out and 3D
structures were ol)tained. Typical laser power before DBS was 0.21 W, and 1.67 mW at the sami)le place for
4-beamrms lmologramn. armd tlme exposure tirmie was 5 — 90 s imm the case of SU-8 film. In terms of energy per pulse it
corresponds to 0.42 ,uJ (thience - 2.4 mJ/cm2 with the irradiance of 1.6 x 1010 W/cm2 for a 150 pin dianmeter
spot ammd t/) = 150 Is pulses) . Maxinmunm immtensity at the mnaximurn of 4-beams irmterferemmce amourmts to 16 times
of that jim a single pulse. For observation in scanning electron niicroscope (SEM) a timiim layer of Au (< 20 nm)
was coated by sputtering.
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Figure 2. S1)at.ial light ilitelisity distributions generated by 5-beam (plane waves) interference. E-fields of all beams
were: (4e°(centra.1); ie: 1e°: 1°; 1e°) for the top row, (4e°(central); 1e4; 1e4; 1e°; 1e°) for the
middle row, an(l (1e°(ceiitra1): ic2: 1e 2;1e0; 1e'°) for the bottom row, respectively. Threshold intensity at
which iso-surfaces are drawn are different for each row: 27, 45, 52. Spatial dimensions are normalized to the wavelength
of the recording light, .\. = 30° was taken for calculations. Note the scale of z-axis differs from the others.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
3.1. Numerical Simulations of Multi-Beam Interference
The eXI)eCte(l structures were calculated from the light intensity pattern, a hologram, created by the corre—
s)o11ding rluIrll)er of l)eaulS as given by:

4 2

), (1)

where E1 is the light field amplitude, k , p are the wavevector and IJilaSe of the corresponding beam; while w
is the cyclic frequency i' — the coordiiiate vector and t is for tinie.

Figure 2 shows 3D light inteiisity distribution created by the colliding 5-plane waves according to eqn. 1.
To obtam the highest contrast in hologram the E-field amplitudes should obey the 4(central beam): 1 : 1 : 1 : 1
ratio for a 5-beam interference. The effect of phase control on the morphology of a hologram was also simulated.
Iii order to avOi(I a spatial translation of an entire structure. the ph&ses of a pair of beams (counter-propagating
in z-projectli)n (Fig. 2)) was set equal. In such a way, a smooth transformation of a body-centered Cubic (bcc)
structure (upper row iii Fig. 2) into a (liamOnd structure (bottom row) can be induced by a change of a phase
from 0 to r/2. For the development procedure of an exposed resist film, it is very important to have access to
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Figure 3. (a) Calculated 3D light intensity patterns (2D PliC structure) of 4-beams interference. The electric field
aiiiplitude of each beani was 1 , the phases were 0, and the dimensions of pattern are expressed in the wavelength units,
A. (b) SEM images of structures recorded by 4-beams hologram in SU-8. Period in the lateral plane (XY) was 1 nn
(refractive iudex of SU-8 is 1.67). The height of the developed hologram corresponds to the 5 pm, which is a thickness
of spin-coated SJJ-8 resist.

Figure 4. (a) SEM image of 4-beanis fabricated structures in SU-8 film. Exposure wavelength was 800 nm. (b) Examples
of patterns fabricated at different exposure length and pulse energies. Scale bars are: 10, 3, and 2 pm for the top, niiddle,
and bottom rows, respectively.

the il1teriOr of a structure. This is, actually, nnpossible for a fully crossiniked bcc structure. Also, in the case
of diamond structure, the high intensity regions are more spatially localized. what makes it more favorable for
3D developnieiit in solution after exposure.

3.2. Holographic recording of 3D structures
3.2.1. Recording in resist SU-8
First, we recorded a 3D rod structure (a 2D PliC structure) by 4-beams interference in a film of resist. The
pattern recorded into a resist was expected to he similar to that shown in Fig. 3(b), where cpj =0 was taken
for calculations. Judgment for this was based on our previous experiments, since the difference in phases of
the beams should bring about the corresponding changes in structure as it is redicted by numerical simulation
(Fig. 2) for 3D photonic structures, however different morphologies of fabricated structures were never observed
experimentally (a detailed consideration of the influence of the phase on interference pattern in the case of 2D

Y(>j I
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Figure 5. (a) Slanted and top-view SEM images of structures recorded in SU-8 resist by (2 + 2)-exposure (after the
exposure by two beams, the sample was additionally exposed by two beams, which were in a plane oriented perpendic-
ularly to the first beam pair) at 800 nni wavelength. Area (h) and hole (c) diameters of the recorded structures vs. the
exposure time. Total energy of the combined beams is given by the corresponding curve. (d-f) Same as (a-c) but for a
four-beam exposure. Filled and hollow markers in (e) denote the crossections of the recorded area in two perpendicular
dimensions. Scale bars (ad), 2 tni.

l)ilOtOlliC structures is given iii ref. ) R(Jr(l( structures re closely followiiig the exJ)ected oneS as it is
shown l)y SEIvI images iii Fig. 3(b) . Translatioii perio(l was foiiiid 1 ,iin exactly equal to the expected value of
)\/(t/51flOai,) 1.02/Lin.

Figure 4 shows SEM images of the fs-pulses exposed aiid develol)ed SU-8 film. \Ve observed a pattern, which
corresl)on(is to a (j = 0 condition. Tue only difference can be observed was a degree of exposure at different
locatll)11s of the fabricated spot. Exact coiiditions when the largest voluirie of ulleXpoSed resist is removed must
be found exl)erimnentally Fig. 4(b). Films shown in Fig. 4 were prepared by slightly different l)rocedlmre. First,
tlW film of SU-8 was sI)ilicoated and fully exposed. Then, the layer for I)attern fabrication was coated over in a
standard ww. This yielded iii a film, which was better withstaiiding a development and a structures of higher
a.SI)eCt ratio were obtamed.

By using 4-beams exposure two different l)attermls can be recorded into the resist fun. Figure 5 show5
l)atterlls of holes (a—c) and columns (d—f) recorded in SU—8 film. The hole—pattermi was created by combimng
two consecutive exposures by 2 beanis. Time colulnn-1)atterll was recorded in a single 4-beam exposure. Typical
area and hole/column diameters are given as a function of pulse energy and exposure time in Fig. 5. Large
uricertaimities (lef)ict a scattering between the largest all(l time smallest diameters Ol)served inside a fabricated
region.

Recently, it was found timat a thick phase grating can be recorded in plioto-timerrimo-refractive (PTR)glass12
by similar holographic exposure to 4-heam.s generated pattern.'3 Time mechanism of PTR glass exposure (which
needs a 308 11111 wavelength light) is still unclear in the case of hologram recording at 800 nm by fs-pulses.'3
Let us dis miss below seveial possibilities ielevant to photo modific itmons in photo-sensitive glasses and resists
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ill geiieral: illl(P 1)IlOtOll absorptioii, aI)sorptioll of white light (OfltillllUlll tiurd Ilarillollic gelleratioll (THC),
aiid aljsorptioii of a tIiernial einissioii of hot electroiis (tlieriiially iiot equilibrated with the ioiis). The first
two mechanisnis usually proves themselves inefièctive. For example, a three-photon al)sorption WkSabsent at
700—800 11111 sI)((tra1 raiige iii PTR. glass as it was fouiid by direct Ilieasureilleiit using a 1flU1ti—I)I1OtOI absorptioii
sPectros(Py. V1iite—liglit contiiuiuiii (\VLC) generata)ll as a probal)1e source of photo—sensitive glass and resist
exposure is (lisdussed iii the next Section 3.3.

3.3. White light continuum generation
\Vliite—hght (OlltiIllIlllll (\VLC) is typically ol)served in trallsi)arent (Iicle(tri(s (crystals an(i glasses) at al)O11.t
1011 \V/cni2 irradiance. For exaniple. in PTR glass \VLC was obselve(I at (6 7) x 1011 \V/cin2 irradiaiice at
775 iiiri waveleiigth. If \VLC would be gel1erated at a local Inaxilliuni of the interference field inside PTR glass.
it COU1(l pro(lll(( a perio(Iical i)11i5( iiiodi.ilatioii. However. the iiiterfereiice of \VLC should be disregarded as
a inecliaiiisiii of I)eriO(liCal structure forniatioii I)eCaUSe \VLC propagates colliiiearly with first harinoiiies. This
incaiis that it rj11 interfere with unequal periods and destroy a regular 3D l)attern.

Also, it is iioteworthy, that a kind of WLC observed during ol)tical darriagiiig of glasses by tightly focused
(iiiuiierical aI)(rt1ire JS,TA 1 ) ultra—short I)1115eS caii lli)t be explaiiied by the staiidard nodels of noii—linear
optics dii- to a short length of pro)agatR)n illsi(le a regioll of high light intensity. which length can be estiniated
as a Rayleigh length, z = ninv/,\, here ii. = 1.473 is the refractive index, and the l)earn waist of a Gaussian
beaixi is ?L() = 0.61/VA/A with PVTA = 1.35 beiiig the nunierical aperture of the objective leiis. For the waveleiigtli
A = 800 11111 O11( finds ZR = 1.5 /fln.

Let ItS evaluate sl)ectral broadening of a Gaussiaii beani via self—plia.se 1flO(lulatiOIl (SPINI) after passing a high
intensity focal region at the irra(Iiance close to dielectric hreak(lowll. Light induced dairiage threshold (LIDT)
of a BK7 (Schoti) glass was fouiid at irra(Iiallce 'JJf)T = 6.6 x 1012 \'/ciii2 for r1°" 200 fs pulses (pulse
(luration was iiieasured after focus by GRENOUILLE technique (see, Sec. 2)) . Norihiiiear refractive index of
silica is 2.5 x 10— 16 cm2 /W. 14 wlere the intensity (lepeildeilt refractive index is given by ii(I) = o + 112'.
The cause of sJ)e(tral l)roadeluhlg is a chiaiige of J)hlase of the passing pulse. 15 According to the classical
theory,'5 the distance over which the phase is changed by 1 rad is called a Ill)lllinear length and is given by
L0i = ((2ir/.A)n2I)1 77 ,uin for = 'LIDT. Then. the maximum shift of the frequeiicy. which is the same
for the Stokes and aiiti—Stokes modes is w = 4.4 cm1 . where the maximum phase shift
is I271i(1x = (2ir/A)n21 . 2ZR and tIme spectral Wi(ithl at (f)_2)_l((4 is W() = 260 ciri1 (10 nimi FWH1 spectral
bandwidth at A = 800 inn). Spectral shift of Lw = 4.4 cin is small. iiideed. for our I)lllses of w = 12500 cmn_1
()¼ 800 nm).

Theory of SPN'I 15 which accoiiiits for self—steepeniiig of the pulses predicts even smaller spectral broademiiiig
after passilig a focal region due to small parameter Q = 2ZRn2I/(c(2v2)r1'"'") << 1 for the comiditions
considered aI)ove. Indeed. Stokes all(l anti-Stokes spectral shifts are given by = wo(O.25(v'Q2 + 4
Q) — 0.5) < 1 ciii at the dielectric breakdown irradiance. This suggests that according to the classical \VLC
generation fliO(1ClS there is imo spectral broadening, which could produce the light at the wavelengtli suitable for
PTR glass or SU—8 exposure by one-l)hioton absorption.

3.4. Mechanisms of Third Harmonic Generation in Glasses
THG is a mechanism, which may produce the light strongly absorbed iii isotropic transparent materials, such as
l)hoto-semisitive glasses or resists. During exposure of glass by fs-pulses, which overlap iii space arni time, strong
transient effects of I)111Se energy exchange are expected via the transient grating induced by the interference of
two beanis. This two-wave mixing geometry is schieniatically depicte(I in a wave-vector presentation in Fig. 6(a).
For the every pair of i)ulses used in hologram recording such an effect of self-diffraction is expected. This is
analogous to Bragg diffraction. Recently, we have reported omi an efficient THG in a Bragg grating pre-recorded
iii a PTR glass, when the readout was made by 130 fs pulses at 775 mimu 16 The diffraction efficiency
ii = Ii /I() 0.05% was observed, here Ii and I are the first order diffracted and incident intensities, respectively.

Third harmonic generation (THG) is most effectively produced at the interfaces, e.g. the air/glass boundary
has been well studied.'719 However in our experiments, we had not detected any THG at the interface
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(a)

Figure 6. (a) Schematic presentation of two-wave mixilig (two beams interfereiice or Bragg grating readout by one
bearxi). (b) Wave vector diagram for collinear and noncollinear THG for geometry shown in (a).

(lurnig holograiii recordiiig (Pt—coated grating was uSed to avoid absorl)tion of TH) . NIorcover. the (lirection of
propagatioii of high order Iiarinoiiics (such as TH) geiierated at interface is collniear with the first harmonics,
whiichi was abseint in our experilmielit.

Let ins consider hiere PTR glass as a case material to discuss tine mechanism of THC. PTR. glass exhibits
norimiah dispersioii. therefore tine least iniisnnatch is observed in the colhnear geometry of THG:

kei 3k —k3 = (71(w) — ii(3w)) < 0. (2)

According to tll(' disl)ersion CurVe fitting equation for PTR glass, n(w) = 1.49 at 775 nini and ii(3w) = 1.54 at
258 iiin,2 Whi(hi results inn Zk(.o1 = —12160 cnn_i for the (olhmlear case.

Fig. 6( 1)) clearly shows that larger imnsimiatch is obtaiiie(I in any inoncoihinnear four—wave—mmiixing geometry.
\Vhen the angie betweemi the two fundamentai waves msi(Ie the niediimm is 5° , time resulting mnismnatch is
'Anone,oi = — 12470cmn . However. one \V)u1d still exj)ect mionicollimiear THG process to (louhillate iiiider certain
COii(litiOIis. \VIm(!mi two fumidammiental waves En amid E2 are presemit in the mne(hiinn. time electric field of the third
hiarnionic i5 givenm by:

E3 ' Xeff(Ei + E2)3 Xeff + XeffE + 3XcIIErE2 + 3XeffEiE, (3)

where time first aii(i 5eCOmi(I terms descril)e thur(l hmarmnomnc waves generated cohhinmearly to the input amid (lifiracted
fundamnemital waves resj)ectively, while the third amid fourth terms represent nioncollinear THG pro(ess. \Vhen
E1 - E2 (e.g. , high (hifraction efficiency or mixing of two waves of equal intenmsities) . noiicollimiear terms will
(ionmiiiU1t( (lli( to tine different degeneracy factors aJ)pearing in the I)()c(SS of wave mnixing. This degeneracy will
result inn a 9—fold (lecrease of colhnear third harmonic irradiance as comnI)ared to the nmoncollimmear process.

3.4.1. Efficiency of THG
Let u.s evaluate the efficiency of THG. Electric field of third harmonic could be expressed as follows:

i3w (3) ' 2E3 —1111(—3w,w.i. w)3E1E2J3(zk. z. z), (4)
T13wC

where SI units amid Iaker-Terhune convention2' for the third order nonlinear susceptibility are used. In
this comivemitiomi time polarizatiomi responsible for THG is PjrL=4Ex(3) EEE. E — incident fundamental wave,
E2-Bra.gg diffracted fundamental wave, E3 — nioncollinear third harnnonic (factor of 3 inn front of EE2 product
in eqn. 4 is a degeneracy factor due to wave mixing. ALso,

J3(k,zo,z) —f (l±izh/b)2' (5)

(b)
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Figure 7: Spectral distributioii of blackbody radiation (eqii. 9) at several temperatures.

where Z;() iS tI1( value of at the eiitrance of the Ine(Iiuln. 1) = 7r'ei/\ (w() is the waist of the beaiii at focus). Iii
our case b is large couhI)ared to the values of z in the integral (b = 10 irnn for f—number f# = 100 at 755 iiiii).
SO that th( I)1l11( VTflV( approxuriation can I)e 1150(1:

J3(k. z) = •/ ekz'dzl 20zi.kL/2 sin(LkL/2) . (6)

where L = (z — z0) = 1 miii is the thickness of tile sample.

Value of for PTR. glass is close to x1 ofBK7 (4.7 x 1O_23 in2/V2 ) aiid fused silica (3.6 x 1O_23 m2/V2)
afl(1 is asslmle(l to 1)0 4.0 x 1O_23 rn2/V2 in our calculatioiis. 1knoncoi 12470 0111 '111(1 Br1gg diffraction
efficiency is 30%. Using I = (ricso/2)1E12 for irra(hance we get:

(3w)2 (3) 2 2 siii2(zkL/2)
13 =

113w'10 91i12
(k/2)2

• (()

after averaging for temporal and spatial Gaussian l)lllSe shape and taking I = O.7I, 12 O.31() (I 5 X
1011 \V/ciii2 j nlci(lerlt irra(Iiallce) we obtain for the THG efficiency:

— 1.323 (3w)2 (3) \2J2sinl2(LkL/2) 4 3 10' 81/ — 33/2r13r?3c4E2 Xiiiu o (zk/2)2

which is about 3 orders of inagniitude lower than what we measured pn'6 This implies that sonic
kind of a new I)llse nnatching process is relevant for THG in a Bragg grating illunniiiated by fs—pulses of high
intensity at COI1(litiolis of Bragg incidence. We 00110111(10 that no coiiveiitioiial quasi iise iiiatcliiiig inechamsm
00111(1 be established iii this case. Tue presence of the grating is essential for this phase nnatciiing to occur. So,
that the observed experimentally THG should be a I)ilase—matche(i process16 similar to that reI)Orte(I in fs—two
wave mixing. where, so called, self-phase matching was observed.22

Once present, third harmonics can effectively expose photosensitive g1ass or resist and record a grating.
Indeed, the period in the lateral direction for a siniall intersecting beaini angle, 20, at the fundamental wavelength.
), is given by PA = .\/(V'sin6) A/(/6), while for the third harnnonic it is, also, the same: PA/3 =
()t/3)/(/sin(8/3)) ,\/(/6). This nnl)lies that a three photon irocesses inlay be responsible for the formation
of volume I)hase grating with the same lateral period as that produced at first harmonic. Further investigations
are planned in order to elucidate the influence of THG by using a 5—beam recording. In that case, the (hfference
in the axial periodicity of the recorded structure should be large for the fundamental and third harnnoniic
wavelengths. This conjecture is currently under investigation.

Wavelength (pm)
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3.5. Thermal emission of hot electrons
The other niecliaiusiii relevant to I)II.OtO—SeIlSitiVO glass (or resist) eioiire TLt'800 nm vave1eiigt1i is a thermal
eiiiissioii of liot electroiis in a I)hLMIIla locally create(l at the high light ilitelisity regiolis. Thieriiial eiiiissioii of
a blaCk body at frequency. 1', is given by Plank's foririu1a2:

2i-k3 T3 353 liv
Ii, =

c21i2 ()3 _ where x
IBT (9)

Here. Ii aIl(I k11 are Plank aiid Boltziiuiii (olistalits. respectively; T is the absolute teniperature. It is ve1l
eStal)liSile(l thüse electrons cami possess a non—equilii)rruln eiiergy of a few electronvolts (1 eV==11GO5 K) in
the case excitatioii l)y ultrashiort I)11LS(5 (< 1 Ps) of high iiitensity.2' Eiiergy of these hot electrons caii l)e
(lescril)e(1 ill t(T1115 of iion—eqinlibriiun teImll)erature T(, . whichi is irmudi higlier thaii that of ions. T1 . Condition
Te > T is fii1fihl€d for a time period comparable with or up to several tinies longer timami the I)lmlse (Iliratioll
aiid it is depeiident on pulse irra(hiance. Frequeiicy of electroinagiietic enlission. at which the intensity has its
mnaxinumn for a fixed tenhI)erature follows froni eqn. 9 and is known as \Vieiis law: VT1L(IJ = 2.S2kBT/li.. Heiie.
the tenlj)erature of hot electrons. at which thernial ennssion has inaxiniumn at the 308 iiin Ce3± •ml)s)rptio11 baud
in PTR glass is 1650() K or just 1.42 eV. Such an theruuial emission of electrons 5110111(1 take place at the high
intensity regiouls iuiside PTR glass. Highly spatially localized I)lasumla state umiatter create(I insi(Ie the bulk of
solid state material by ultra—short pulses 5110111(1 yield in a short (1—100 ps) thermal emission by 'thot' electrons.
Such all eiiiission can be a prol)able mnechanismmi of a grating recording in glass/resist at 81K) nun wavelength.
for whichi tIK)se materials are otherwise trauispareiit . \Vhiite light enuission by uloui—equuilil)riuhIl electrouis is an
attractive light source. which can be lighteuued" iuiside a solid state uuiaterial (as well as iii a liqi.uid or gaseous
media for this matter) This can be used, for example. for a 3D optical memory readout. Conditioui for the
creation auid (lyulauruics of an iouuized l)lasnla inside a solid state media nee(l further iuivestigation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Iii conclusiouu, \V€ have denioustrated a 3D holographic recording of a uuiulti—beauui interference i)attern niside the
resist filni using eposuire of feuritosecoiid i)uilses. 3D structures were recOr(.Ied in a single stel). without sample
(or laser l)eauui) translation. The uuiechauiisuui of this 3D reeor(hing was a rli)nhinear prOces5 at a 800 inn wavelength
of fs—laser enussion, most probably a linear absorptioii of a third harnionic or thermal emissioui of hot electrons.
Ideuitical structures were recorded iii PTR glass'3 and SU—8 resist film. The readout of the recOrded structure
in glass'3 indicated that the structi.ire is a I)hiase grating, whose I)aiauiieters (refractive nidex uuiodiilation,
period, and thickness) were consistent with the values calculated from the geometry of the experiment arid from
I(ogelnik's coupled wave tlieory.2 This was the first rei)ort 13 to descril)e a phase holograiuu recorded in glass
using interference of JR irra(liation.
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